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Background
   • The use of  central venous catheters (CVCs) for the treatment of  pediatric/adult patients with 
     oncological malignancies places them at high-risk for central line-related bloodstream infections  
     (CLABSIs).
   • Historical CVC maintenance included catheter hub disinfection with 70% alcohol swabs – 15-second  
     scrub/15-second dry.   
   • Despite introducing alcohol-impregnated caps (CUROS™) in 2010 to improve hub disinfection 
     practice, the CLABSI rate remained unacceptably high.  
   • Goal of  the trial was to reduce the CLABSI rate by 50%. 

Methodology/Study Design
   • A quasi-experimental interrupted time series design was used to conduct a two-phase trial on adult  
     and pediatric hematology-oncology patients with CVCs of  a new product for hub disinfection.
   • The trial had 2-timed phases over a 6-month period (Aug, 2016–Jan, 2017).
   • 24-bed pediatric and 54-bed adult hematology-oncology units.

Experiment
   • TRIAL PERIOD 1 (Aug–Oct, 2016): Trial units retained the CUROS Disinfecting Caps and replaced   
     70% alcohol hub disinfection with  Prevantics® 3.15% Chlorhexidine/70% Isopropyl Alcohol (CHG) 
     Device Swab, using a 5s scrub/5s dry technique for CVC access.    
   • TRIAL PERIOD 2 (Nov, 2016–Jan, 2017):  Trial units eliminated the use of  CUROS Disinfecting  
     Caps and used only Prevantics 3.15% Chlorhexidine/70% Isopropyl Alcohol (CHG) Device Swab 
     for 5s scrub/ 5s dry for CVC access.     
   • The 6-month period prior to Trial 1 was used as a historical baseline for total # of  CLABSIs and 
     CLABSI rates/1000 central line (CL) days.  CLABSI surveillance methods remained unchanged 
     for the baseline and trial periods. 
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Results/Conclusions
   • During the 6-month trial period, there were 93 pediatric and 150 adult admissions to the 
     hematology-oncology units.

   • The total # of  CLABSIs decreased from 13 in the baseline period to 5 in the 6-month trial period 
     using Prevantics Device Swab, a 62% reduction.

   • The CLABSI rate for the pediatrics trial unit significantly decreased from a baseline of  3.2/1000 CL  
     days to 1.1/1000 CL days in the 6-month trial period (P<.001).

   • The CLABSI rate for the adult trial unit significantly decreased from a baseline of  1.3/1000 CL days  
     to 0.83/1000 CL days in the 6-month trial period (P<.001).  

   • When CUROS was removed in trial period 2, there was no significant change in CLABSI rates 
     between the trial periods, leading to a decision to discontinue the use of  the caps.

   • During the 6-month post-trial period (Feb. 2017- July 2017), only 1 CLABSI occurred on the adult unit  
     and zero CLABSIs occurred on the pediatric unit.

   • An estimated cost savings of  $409,086 was attributed to the CLABSI reduction observed during the  
     trial period.

   • Nursing staff  trialing the product favored Prevantics Device Swab due to the shorter scrub and dry  
     times and improved outcomes.

   • A recommendation was made to hospital administration to switch to Prevantics Device Swab 
     facility-wide and eliminate the use of  CUROS caps.

CUROSTM is a trademark of  3MTM.
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